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LARGEST RESIDENTIAL HOMEBUYER IN THE U. S.-  So, we think that the American public is re-

sponding well to the housing market.  Do we, now?  Here’s a shocking statistic.  China is the largest purchaser 

of residential real estate in the United States.  In the past 12 months they have purchased over $12 billion of 

residential Real Estate.  Their target market is California, Oregon and Washington [I wonder if that is Wash-

ington State or Washington D. C.?] Hopefully it’s D. C. as they don’t make wine but they do give you a huge 

headache without a great taste! 

Although the actual stats are elusive it appears that Japan is the largest foreign landowner of U. S. property and 

Great Britain is second.  China is the largest debt holder for the U. S. with about $1.6 trillion.  My “old coun-

try”, Italy has about $2+ billion of our debt and the list goes on. Totaled its about $5.6 trillion of our debt.  I 

presume that is part of our $7.5 trillion indebtedness.  I dread to find out it’s on top of that.  And the govern-

ment has the brass to say many of our homeowners are “underwater” and shake a finger at them. 

HOUSING RECOVERY-  Well, where is the housing recovery.  Are we having it or has it been discontinued 

for lack of interest.  What did Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac do now to turn off the faucets?  What has the fed-

eral government done to end the recovery?  Frankly, likely not a damned thing that one can single out and ex-

plain.  Consider the global effect.  As somewhat indicated we, the United States, no longer singularly controls 

our finances, safety or futures.  We are at the mercy of every country in the world.   The ones we fear, the ones 

we pay to, the ones we owe and the ones that there is no true equality of balance of trade.  Everything comes 

with a price.  Unfortunately, you and I do not have the right to say this is what we’ll do to fix this.  Ask many 

of the residents of several states whose public vote to fix something is found unconstitutional by the Supreme 

Court.  Nine people can alter anything we want to do as Americans.  And the checks and balances provided by 

the three branches of our government, Executive, Judicial and Legislative are becoming a joke.  The Executive 

can mandate laws and happenings without congressional approval.  The Judicial can decide on the rights of the 

People with the bang of a gavel after a majority agree.  Wow, 5 people control 

our lives.  But wait, the congress can override what they say or a mandate from a 

president.  Except, we can’t get congress to agree on what day it is let alone what 

is best for “we the people”.  So, with this type of indecision the future of the 

United States is questionable.  With this amount of confusion and the prolifera-

tion of bad news from all levels of media, is it a wonder that the public is gun 

shy.  Making huge financial decisions in this economic and political climate is 

frightening and the public is holding back.  The recovery is still viable if it starts 

to see good news across their TV screens.  Homeownership is down to 64.8% of 

people in that possible group.  It’s the lowest in 19 years.   



FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE A HOUSE’S RESALE VALUE-  An article in the U.S News addressed this 

issue.  Various professionals from real estate sales and valuation were consulted.    Of course the first factor 

which has been publicized ad nauseam is “Location, Location, Location”.  Well, folks, it’s a no brainer.  The 

first consideration for “any” home purchase is, “where is this?”.  So, yes, we all agree that a home must be in a 

locale which satisfies the needs and then the wants of the future owners.  

Another factor is the GLA (Gross Living Area) of the dwelling and the layout.  There is an old saying, 

“Bigness is not necessarily goodness.” [told you it was old].  But 50 years later it still makes sense.  Going 

back to the initiation of the McMansions filled with the youngsters from Wall Street.  They needed to show of 

wealth , oh, and their egos and this was expressed in these dwellings.  Yup, a great place for foreclosures as it 

turned out.  History will repeat itself, those tied up in Wall Street now will be following in the footsteps of the 

overzealous McMansion buyers.  Just watch the stock market and the economy and employment fiasco.  But, I 

digress.  The buyers back then sought the larger houses for the reasons I’ve established.  Since many were 

younger and inexperienced in real estate, they didn’t consider the floor plan or layout.  The appraisers have 

likely been in a number of these houses.  Lots of GLA and floor plans that were dizzying, literally.  Every de-

velopment with these houses had “LUXURY” as the first word on their signs and in advertising.  Developers 

knew that sheer size was not the answer, so they needed more rooms, hence, private segmented living rooms 

and media rooms which by true definition did not qualify, were literally strewn on the first levels.   Not much 

concern for bedrooms.  Many had 4 bedrooms and some five (5).  It was explained that it could be used for an 

office.  Well, if you ever had an office which really serves as an office on the same level as the bedrooms, you 

know it doesn’t work.  These are factors that now  in the sale of these type houses prove to have lesser value  

Age and Condition are another factor affecting value.  Age is a factor as a house from the 1970’s doesn’t offer 

the livability sought by the present buying market.  Thus, these houses sell for less because they will be serv-

ing a different market, maybe new  homebuyers or those who were underwater and sold short.  These proper-

ties at least afford these families a home of their own.  A house which was quality built in the early 20th cen-

tury and has been updated or can be updated and has that “old world charm”, will sell for more on a per square 

foot basis than the 1970’s house.  It’s at least an expression of appreciation for antiquities and charm.  Real 

estate people need to recognize these factors when working with prospects and appraisers need to pay heed 

when selecting comparables. 

Negative Events is one that is more recognizable today with super storms, landslides, hurricanes, crime rates 

tornadoes, sink holes, etc.  Real estate sales people should know what has happened to a property before listing 

it and should make prospective buyers aware.  A smart real estate person will obtain all the tests done on a 

property and permits, etc. to show prospects and put their minds at ease.  Also, if the sales person brings it to 

the attention of the prospects it gives a very positive impression of that sales person who is up front.  If pros-

pects find out from someone else it appears as if the sales person was hiding the event and repair work.  So, 

stay up front with your presentation.  For appraisers, also state in your appraisals any events and  repaired  

damages that the property underwent.  It puts you up  front and question as to your integrity is safe.  

ON THE LIGHTER SIDE-  Would you believe someone did a study on what the best deal is in buying a 

pizza based on the size?  Well, yes!  74,476 prices were gathered from 3,678 pizza joints across the country.  

Here’s the math.  A pizza is a circle, and the area of a circle increases with the square of the radius.  (Get your 

HP 12C).  Therefore, a 16 inch pizza roughly has the same area as 1.3—14-in pizzas or 4 - 8– in pizzas.   

Therefore, based on average prices. 

16-in  @ $16.59 

To Equal amount of pizza here’s the costs- 

1.3  14-in pizzas  = $18.94 

4  8-in pizzas  = $33.00  

Thus, to get the same amount of pizza of a 16-in pizza you have to spend an extra $2.35 on 14 inch pizzas or 

an extra $16.41 on 8-in pizzas.  More bang for your buck w/ the 16 inch pizza.  



LADIES & GENTLEMEN:  The letter to the editor above is from a gentlemen from Michigan.  I’ve included 

it not as an indication of my political position or to foster any of the statements of opinion contained therein.  I 

found it interesting.  I believe what it does reflect is the frustration so many Americans have with the govern-

mental involvement in all our lives.  The dichotomies in the article are real; and, one can readily recognize 

why the frustration exists. 

Over the years I’ve been asked why I’ve had the success I’ve enjoyed as an expert in jury trials.  My answer 

has always been because, “I deal with all issues logically”.  I believe that people make decisions on “what 

makes sense” to them.  It’s not the law that’s important; and, as often said, the law is not necessarily just, 

hence the benefit of a jury trial.  All one needs to do is make sense to the jury.  Common sense always pre-

vails.   

The gentleman who wrote the article above is trying to “make sense” of what is happening because what we 

hear and see is so often nonsensical.  The law provides entities, cities and schools the right to do away with 

anything Christmas, Hanukkah or other religious holidays.  Towns have the right to ban Christmas tress or me-

norahs.  “In God We Trust” is on our money and the word, God is etched all over Washington D.C., but chil-

dren no longer can say a prayer in school.  Common sense says, this is stupid.  It’s a lot of things but not for 

discussion here.  It’s easy to understand the quandary the gentleman who wrote the article is emotionally and 

mentally struggling.   

None of this confusion existed when many of us were kids.  As my brother says, “It was simpler then”.  And, 

times were.  Some how we’ve let the tail wag the dog.  The idiom was obviously bizarre but more so it’s real-

ity in our lives today.   


